Age and interhemispheric transfer time: a failure to replicate
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Abstract

In a recent study with the Poffenberger paradigm, Brizzolara et al. reported longer estimates of interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT) for children aged 7 years than for adults. They interpreted this finding as evidence for incomplete functional maturity of the corpus callosum in young children. The present study was we were unable to replicate the age effect reported by Brizzolara et al. A closer look at the original study revealed that only 80 observations per child had been collected, which makes it probable that the larger IHTTs in 7-year-olds were caused by stimulus-response compatibility rather than by the lower efficiency of the corpus callosum during childhood years. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
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1. Introduction

It is well documented that the corpus callosum undergoes a long growth process in overall size from birth throughout childhood. There is a rapid growth until the age of 3 years, and a much slower increase afterwards that continues until adolescence [14,21]. The growth is virtually entirely due to a myelination process. At birth, the corpus callosum appears unmyelinated, while in the human adult approximately 40% of the axons are myelinated [2]. Myelination is nearly complete around age 10 [22].

It has been hypothesized that the unmyelinated corpus callosum puts a newborn baby in a sort of ‘physiological disconnection syndrome’. For instance, De Schonen and Bry [12] presented infants of 12–26 weeks with a visual category discrimination learning task (normal versus scrambled faces) in the right or left visual field. Once the infants had reached the learning criterion, they were tested for transfer to the untrained visual field in order to establish whether visual experience could be communicated to the opposite hemisphere. Transfer of learning was found to occur in infants aged 19–26 weeks but not in younger ones.

Brizzolara and colleagues [7] recently extended this work on the development of callosal transmission by looking at the performance of primary school children on the Poffenberger task [19]. In this task, subjects are asked to make unimanual responses to light flashes presented left or right of the fixation location. The usual finding is that responses with the hand contralateral to the stimulated visual hemifield (i.e., crossed responses) are slower than responses with the hand on the same side of the stimulated visual field (uncrossed responses). The difference between crossed and uncrossed responses (CUD) is taken as a measure of interhemispheric transfer time (IHTT). For normal adults, its value varies between 1 and 10 ms, and has an average of 3.8 ms (for reviews, see [3,6,17]). The CUD is considerably larger for subjects with section of the
corpus callosum ($M = 54.8$ ms) and for subjects with agenesis of the corpus callosum ($M = 17.7$ ms) [11,17].

In agreement with the idea of reduced interhemispheric transfer in children, Brizzolara et al. [7] reported an age-related decrease of IHTT from age 7 till age 9. The CUD was $21.5$ ms for 7-year olds, whereas normal, ‘adult-like’ CUDs of $5.8$ and $6.6$ ms were obtained for 9- and 11-year olds respectively.

The present study was intended to further investigate the properties of the ‘physiological disconnection syndrome’ in young children by looking at the effects of stimulus intensity. Acallosals and split-brain patients not only show prolonged IHTTs in the Poffenberger paradigm; their CUD is also a function of the brightness of the stimulus presented in the left and the right visual field. They have a larger CUD for faint light flashes than for bright light flashes [11]. This property is not shared by normal individuals whose CUD remains stable over a wide range of intensities [9,11]. We hypothesized that if the $21$ ms CUD of 7-year old children has the same origin as the $18$ ms CUD of acallosals, then it should similarly be affected by the brightness of the light flash. This was tested by comparing the CUDs of 7- and 11-year old children on three different stimulus intensities.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

Sixty children took part in the experiment. They were pupils of a middle-class school in the centre of Antwerp. All subjects were boys. Handedness was assessed with a translation of the Oldfield [18] questionnaire. All but five children were right-handed. The subjects consisted of two age groups: a 7-year old group (mean age = 6.6 years, range = 6.1–7.9) and an 11-year old group (mean age = 11.3 years, range = 11.1–13). None of the children had neurological, emotional or learning problems, nor at the time of testing nor in their previous history. All children were unaware of the purpose of the experiment and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

2.2. Procedure

The stimuli were generated with an IBM XT microcomputer. The computer made use of a Hercules monochrome graphics card that had a resolution of $720 \times 348$ pixels, and was connected to a black-and-white LASER monitor which subtended an area of $255 \times 194$ mm. Measurement of the luminance of the screen with a luminance meter (Minolta NT-1) revealed that the right side of the screen was slightly brighter than the left side. This was true for all CRT screens we tested and probably reflects a characteristic of the phosphor beam. Since the difference in brightness could have an effect on the reaction times, the screen was rotated 180 degrees for half of the subjects (between-subjects condition). (It should be noted that turning a screen upside down makes that a stimulus which was initially programmed to appear right of the fixation location, actually appears in the LVF of the subject, and vice versa. This feature was overlooked in the first analysis we reported on the experiment [20], 50 that we erroneously took a good counterbalancing for an unreliable CUD. This explains the divergence between the present results and those mentioned in [20].) The luminance of the screen was adjusted to $36$ cd/m$^2$. Responses were measured with an external response button connected to the parallel port of the microcomputer. Stimulus and response timing happened to the nearest ms using software routines published by Brysbaert and colleagues [5,8,10].

Stimuli were light flashes presented $75$ mm left or right of a central fixation point that consisted of two short vertical lines of three pixels separated by a gap of 9 pixels. Subjects were instructed to fixate the gap. The children were sitting on a distance of about $60$ cm from the screen (there were no head restraints). At a distance of $57$ cm, stimulus magnitude of $10$ mm corresponds with a visual angle of $1^\circ$. Stimulus intensity was manipulated by varying the number of pixels of the light flash. The faintest stimulus consisted of $2 \times 2$ pixels, followed respectively by light flashes of $4 \times 4$ and $8 \times 8$ pixels. The experiment was carried out in a quiet room of the school in almost full darkness: only a small light source was put underneath the table on which the computer was placed. This was done to avoid that the children would feel too uncomfortable with an unfamiliar experimenter in the same room.

A trial started by a foreperiod of $1000$ ms, followed by an auditory warning signal. After a second random foreperiod of $400, 450, 500, 550$, or $600$ ms, the light flash was presented for $60$ ms randomly left or right of the fixation point. The children were instructed to fixate the central mark and to press the response button as fast as possible upon seeing the light flash. The response device was placed on the midline, and the children had to react unimanually with their index finger. The hand with which the subject reacted was counterbalanced in an ABBA form; the hand with which the subjects started was also counterbalanced. Reaction times on stimulus trials shorter than $100$ ms or longer than $1000$ ms were rejected and repeated at a random place later in the series. The fixation mark remained visible throughout the whole experiment.

Each child went through a training block of 20 trials and four experimental blocks of 60 trials each. This resulted in a total of 20 observations per child on each of the $2 \times 3 \times 2$ ($VHF \times intensity \times hand$) = 12 within-
subjects conditions. At the end of an experimental block, the subject received information about his mean response latency, his standard deviation and the number of reaction times shorter than 100 ms or longer than 1000 ms.

3. Results

Mean RTs (in milliseconds) of all hand ‘stimulus intensity’ and visual hemifield combinations were entered in the statistical analysis (see Table 1). A $2 \times 2 \times 3 \times 2$ analysis of variance with the variables: age (between-subjects), hand, stimulus intensity and visual hemifield (within subjects) returned the following significant effects. There was a main effect of age: 7-year olds were 71 ms slower than 11-year olds (332 ms versus 261 ms; $F(1,58)=39.4, P<0.01$). There was also a significant main effect of stimulus Intensity, because the weakest stimuli took 18 ms more to react to than the strongest stimuli (RTs of 306 ms, 297 ms, and 288 ms for the three stimulus intensities in ascending order: $F(2,116)=72.2, P<0.01$). Finally, there was a significant interaction between hand and visual hemifield ($F(1,58)=6.8, P<0.02$), due to the fact that crossed responses took 3.5 ms longer than uncrossed responses. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the difference was more pronounced for the left hand than for the right hand. This is in line with the majority of studies on the Poffenberger paradigm [17]. The interaction between hand and visual hemifield was the same for both age groups (three-way interaction, $F<1$; CUD 7 year = 2.8 ms, CUD 11 year = 4.2 ms).

As the larger CUD for 7-year olds was not present, the predicted interaction between stimulus intensity and crossed/uncrossed responses (see Section 1) could not be verified. There was a tendency towards smaller CUDs for bright stimuli, but this was not reliable ($F(2,116)=2.0, P>0.10$).

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand</th>
<th>Stimulus intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LVF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-year olds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>335.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>348.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUD</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-year olds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Left</td>
<td>263.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right</td>
<td>270.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUD</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Discussion

In a recent study, Brizzolara et al. [7] reported evidence for a higher IHTT-estimate in 7-year old children than in 11-year olds and adults. They attributed this increase to incomplete maturity of the corpus callosum at the age of 7 years. In the present experiment we investigated whether the higher IHTT-measure for young children also implied that their IHTT estimate is a function of stimulus intensity, as previously demonstrated in split-brain patients and acallosals [11,17], and predicted by the variable-criterion model of Brysbaert [9].

Much to our surprise, however, the finding of Brizzolara et al. could not be replicated in the present study. There was no significant difference in CUD between 7- and 11-year old children, and both values were similar to those reported for adults [3,6,17]. The following post-hoc explanation may illustrate why this was the case.

When designing a Poffenberger experiment, researchers must be very careful to ensure that the CUDs they obtain reflect interhemispheric transfer time and are not due to the well-known spatial stimulus-response compatibility effect [13,16]. For a whole variety of tasks it is easier to respond with the right hand to stimuli presented in the right hemisphere and with the left hand to stimuli presented in the left hemisphere. This is due to attentional factors as can be concluded from the finding that the effect reverses when the subjects cross their hands across the midline. The stimulus-response compatibility effect has been suggested several times as an explanation of the CUD in the Poffenberger paradigm before, but is usually refuted by making reference to a series of carefully controlled studies by Berlucchi and colleagues [1,4] who found the same CUDs in conditions with crossed and uncrossed hands. What is often overlooked, however, is that the findings of Berlucchi et al. were based on a total of more than 1000 trials per subject and with adults. Brysbaert [9] presented evidence that when the number of trials is smaller and the subjects less experienced, stimulus-response compatibility is likely to confound the CUD estimates.
In their study, Brizzolara et al. only had 80 observations per child and they did not make reference to any practice trials. So, it is not unlikely that stimulus–response compatibility affected the CUD estimates, and more so for the young children than for the older ones (cf. the estimates of the older children were also in the high range). This would explain why we could not replicate the finding in our study which had a total of 240 observations per subject and a separate training block of 20 trials at the beginning of the experiment.

In conclusion, on the basis of our own data and the re-analysis of the Brizzolara et al. study, we do not believe that children of age seven behave as acallosals in the Poffenberger task. Rather, we think that these children are more susceptible to attentional factors. If they are given enough practice, their IHTT is of the same magnitude as that of adults, i.e. around 3 ms. On the other hand, we also want to stress that we do not consider this finding as hard evidence against the idea that the corpus callosum is not fully developed at the age of seven. As we have argued before [9], the Poffenberger task measures reactions to a very particular event, namely the onset of unstructured light flashes. This processing is likely to be controlled by the magnocellular pathway and not by the parvocellular pathway that underlies object recognition, e.g. [15]. Finding similar IHTTs for young children and adults in the Poffenberger task, then, only points to the fact that these particular connections are equally effective in both groups.
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